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European Concrete
Award 2016

Germany

2016 again is a strong year for concrete as building material and
the concrete award. The ECSN’s call for the submission of attractive projects both in buildings and civil engineering resulted in 21
submissions – 13 for the building category and 8 for the civil engineering category. The participants this year came from Austria,
Belgium, the Czech Republic, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Italy, the
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom.
Their projects were evaluated against a set of criterias by an international ECSN jury consisting of members from Austria, Belgium,
Germany, Norway and the United Kingdom. Among those criteria
are: design, construction, visual appearance and harmony of the
structure with its surroundings, properties of concrete exploited
in the design, innovative use of concrete in composition, structure
or form, workmanship and finish.

Netherlands

For me it was a great honour to hand out the prize at the Italian
Concrete Days 2016 on the 28th of october in Rome, to the representatives of owner, architect- and engineering offices and the
contractors of the winner projects, which met these criterias best.
All the buildings- and civil engineering projects on the following
pages are an impressive demonstration of the many possibilities
of concrete as a building material.
Enjoy the nominations!
Yours sincerely

Michael Pauser
Chairman of ECSN

Finland
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AWARD CEREMONY
ROME 28/10/2016

WINNE

R

THE AWARD CEREMONY
During the ITALIAN CONCRETE DAYS plenty of award winners from
owners, architects, structural engineers and contractors
came to R
 ome for the EUROPEAN CONCRETE AWARD 2016 ceremony.
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CATEGORY BUILDING
The public transport terminal in Arnhem is one of the most challenging
and complex building projects in the Netherlands. It concerns a freestanding structure with exotically named elements such as Front and
Back Twist, Flip, Trumpet, Horseshoe and Shell roof.
Winner: OV Terminal Arnhem, Netherlands (01)
F.l.t.r.: Pieter Nap (Concrete Valley), Jan Kosters (Sorba Projects vb),
Mark Spanenburg (BAM Advies & Engineering), Menno van Middelkoop
(BAM), Peter Thijssen (Ballast Nedam Construction), Michael Pauser (ECSN)

02

Honorable mention: Great Amber - Concert Hall Liepaja, Austria (02)
F.l.t.r.: Uldis Klaks-Kleins (City of Liepaja), Didzis Jerins (City of Liepaja),
Petra Friedl (Volker Giencke & Co. Architects), Volker Giencke
(Volker Giencke & Co. Architects), Michael Pauser (ECSN)
Honorable mention: dlrLexicon, Ireland (03)
F.l.t.r.: Ken Ahere (John Sisk & Sons Ltd.), Karel Murphy (Horgan Lynch
Consulting Engineers), Louise Cotter (Carr Cotter Naessens Architects),
Henry Kerr (Irish Concrete Society), Michael Pauser (ECSN)

WINNE
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CATEGORY CIVIL ENGINEERING
The Täby C Roundabouts are stacked in two levels and act as regional
node in the North-East of Stockholm.
Winner: Täby C Roundabouts, Sweden (04)
F.l.t.r.: Henrik Rundquist (&Rundquist architects), Thomas Widehag (NCC),
Erik Griffiths (&Rundquist architects), Richard McCarthy (Swedish Concrete
Association), Michael Pauser (ECSN)

06
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Honorable mention: Footbridge over the Labe River in Celakovice,
Czech Republic (05)
F.l.t.r.: Jan Vitek (Metrostav a.s.), Milan Kalny (Pontex Consulting Engineers
Ltd.), Michael Pauser (ECSN)
Honorable mention: Avalanche Galleries, Lofoten, Norway (06)
F.l.t.r.: Morten Bjerke (Norwegian Concrete Association), Knut Hjeltnes
(Knut Hjeltnes Sivilarkitekter), Stein Johnny Johansen (Norwegian Public
Roads Administration), Ronny Robertson (Veidekke Entreprenör AS),
Michael Pauser (ECSN)

BUILDINGS
OV Terminal Arnhem Netherlands
Great Amber – Concert Hall Liepaja Austria
dlrLexicon Ireland
Apartment building Heka Finland
Otto-Suhr-Allee 6-16, Berlin Germany
Salzburg Regional Hospital Multi-Storey Car Park Austria
Headquarters Enjoy Concrete Belgium
Living Planet Centre, WWF-UK Headquarters United Kingdom
Villa Holtet/Larsen Norway
Ture No 8 Sweden
Kangasala House Finland
Kimen Kulturhus Norway
Suurpelto kindergarten Finland

WINNER
BUILDINGS

OV TERMINAL ARNHEM
NETHERLANDS
INTRODUCTION
The public transport terminal in Arnhem is one of the most
challenging and complex building projects in the Netherlands.
It concerns a freestanding structure with exotically named elements such as Front and Back Twist, Flip, Trumpet, Horseshoe and
Shell roof. The complexity of this project is not only in the public
transport terminal itself, but also its position on top of an underground car park and bicycle storage. Both remain operational
during construction.
CONSTRUCTION OF COMPLEX SHAPES IN CONCRETE
Although the consortium is used to design and pricing of concrete
structures, the degree of complexity of this project was of a different order. Several formwork techniques were investigated. These
ranged from fully traditional formwork to sophisticated double
curved prefabricated elements. The determination of the pricing
standards was a risky business, due to the lack of experience
with this kind of formwork.
STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
The project can be roughly subdivided into three main parts, namely:
Stressed skin steel roof
Concrete base, comprising of the balcony and
the road bridge
Connections with existing or adjacent structures

WINNE

All three parts are connected to one another. The steel roof for
example, rests largely on the concrete structure of the balcony and
the road bridge, but also connects to the existing structure in two
locations (front twist and existing road bridge).
STABILITY / H-FORCES
The stability of the structure is mainly provided by concrete structure of the balcony and the road bridge. In addition to the horizontal forces from the steel shell roof, it also provides stability to the
building adjacent the terminal. Both structures are horizontally
restrained to the balcony and the road bridge, which functions as
a horizontal (partially buckled) diaphragm and transfers the horizontal loads to the supporting walls and the existing walls. However,
the largest horizontal forces are generated from the skewed positions of the supporting walls.
CONSTRUCTION STAGES
For different reasons like:
the size of the structure,
passenger routing around the structure,
the time it takes to remove the formwork of the
architectural concrete to prevent discoloration,
it wasn’t possible to put the concrete structure in place at once.
Therefore several construction stages were needed. Due to large
horizontal forces in the structure, resulting from inclined supports,
the system was not completely in balance until the entire structure was completed. To overcome this problem many additional
measure had to be taken. In some cases additional auxiliary
structures were necessary.

PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner ProRail, Utrecht
Architect UNStudio, Amsterdam
Structural Engineer BAM and Ballast Nedam, Bunnik
Contractor BAM and Ballast Nedam, Bunnik
Supplier mbX – Concrete Valley – Sorba Projects
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At the OV Terminal Arnhem
several formwork techniques
were investigated.

HONORABLE MENTION
BUILDINGS

GREAT
AMBER –
CONCERT
HALL
LIEPAJA
AUSTRIA
PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner City of Liepaja, Liepaja (Latvia)
Architect Prof. Volker Giencke, Graz (Austria)
Structural Engineer Johann Birner, Graz (Austria)
Contractor SIA Merks, Riga (Latvia)

GREAT AMBER is the name of the Liepaja’s New
Concert Hall. With 1024 seats, it is the largest concert
hall in the Baltics. The decision to build it was made
back in 1896 (!), and in 2015, the concert hall finally
became reality. According to legend, Liepaja is the
city where the wind was born. That is why the building is designed to “lean against the wind”.
Light plays a key role in Great Amber. Reaching high
above the concrete-roof, 14 mirror-finished reflective
tubes flood the concert hall with daylight, creating a
unique atmosphere inside.The concert hall can also
be adapted for congresses, exhibitions and receptions by elevating the orchestra pit and stalls.
The building was implemented with a mixed construction method using reinforced concrete and steel. The
building is stabilized using reinforced concrete walls,
which form a part of the support structure. The vertical structural members, the flat slabs and the walls
are all implemented as in-situ concrete wall structures. The flat steel profiles for the beam grillage are
attached to the concrete structure by means of
welded bases. The vertical weight distribution for the
individual floors are by means of a reinforced concrete flat slab, which is mounted on reinforced concrete walls and also on reinforced concrete steel stanchions. The reinforced concrete walls of the concert
hall are self-supporting as a result of their accordion
wall structure and are mounted on the reinforced concrete walls below them.
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HONORABLE MENTION
BUILDINGS

dlr LEXICON
IRELAND
The extended role of the library as a facilitator for all sorts of
community, educational and cultural events has inevitably shaped
new ways of thinking about the design of the buildings and space
they require. This building, the result of an RIAI two stage international competition held in 2007, exemplifies this design paradigm
and offers a mix of intimate and expansive public rooms, places
to congregate, or to sit quietly with a book and enjoy the view.
The building has a very particular spatial configuration, with a
dynamic relationship between the internal space and the landscape

and distant views. The use of reinforced concrete, cast insitu
was essential to realise the design intent, which was for a
voluminous concrete shell with interlocking volumes and expansive openings to bring light in and views out.
This concrete shell is rigorously engineered and the plastic nature
of the concrete fully exploited; long openings offer panoramic
views where people sit while the tall portico that is the finale to
the spatial sequence provides a portrait view of sea and sky.
The sky lights the main library space through openings between
the V beams that span the space. The spatial drama, which is
reinforced by the use of a simple materials palette and precise
design of lighting and acoustics, inspires people to use this
building as a third space between work/school and home.

PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Dun Laoghaire Rathdown County Council, Dun Laoghaire
Architect: Carr Cotter Naessens Architects, Cork
Structural Engineer Horgan Lynch Consulting Engineers, Cork
Contractor John Sisk & Sons Ltd, Dublin
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PARTICIPANTS
BUILDINGS

APARTMENT
BUILDING HEKA
FINLAND
The apartment building Heka in the Jätkäsaari area of Helsinki, a
high-rise building with 104 council apartments and commercial
premises on the ground floor was completed at the start of 2014.
The building consists of two parts: a six-storey slab block in the
shape of letter L, and a technically ten-storey tower part.The first
thing that attracts attention is the uniform, perforated facade,
which is made of precast fibre reinforced concrete sections. The
precast lace-patterned sections are primarily located in front of
balconies as a cold structure. The breathing walls create a chang
ing play of light and shadows in the apartments.
PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Helsinki Housing Production Department, Helsinki
Architect Architects Huttunen-Lipasti-Pakkanen Oy, Helsinki
Structural Engineer Insinööritoimisto Jonecon Oy, Helsinki
Contractor NCC Rakennus Oy, Helsinki

OTTO-SUHRALLEE 6-16,
BERLIN
GERMANY
PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Art-Invest Real Estate Management
GmbH & Co. KG, Cologne
Architect Remigiusz Otrzonsek, Cologne
Structural Engineer Johannes Pannekoek,
Düsseldorf
Contractor Zechbau GmbH, Berlin
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A prestigious new office and business building with a load-bearing exposed
concrete facade has been constructed in the Charlottenburg district of Berlin.
The office and business building has 7 floors and the gross floor area measures
20,000 square metres. The concrete slab floors – with a span of up to 9 metres –
have been cast with a thickness of 25 centimetres. The building’s basement
comprises a single storey underground garage.The planning time covered the
period from 2013 to 2015. The construction phase extended from 2014 to 2015.
The structural shell was completed in 2016. The result is an innovative, loadbearing facade structure which had not previously been realised in this manner
and which was made possible by integrated planning.

PARTICIPANTS
BUILDINGS

SALZBURG REGIONAL
HOSPITAL MULTISTOREY CAR PARK
AUSTRIA
The regional hospital of Salzburg, located in the centre of Mozart’s
city, surrounded by inner-city structures from the past 250 years,
faces particularly difficult and cramped traffic conditions which is
also a result of its high volumes of customers and visitors.The
geological conditions on site characterised by an approx. 40 m
thick strata consisting of “Salzburg lake clay” resulted in extensive
and elaborate foundation measures. Due to this unfavourable preconditions, deep foundation was the construction method of
choice. Large bore piles with a diameter of 120 cm and a length of
45 m were embedded into the load-bearing moraine layer located
beneath the „lake clay“ strata.The park deck was planned and
constructed according to the model of a “ramp garage”. Instead of
one small spiral connecting the floors, the whole park deck is one
giant spiral. Which make it possible to handle the big amount of
traffic for the 1250 parking spaces.

PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Gemeinnützige Salzburger Landeskliniken
Betriebsges.m.b.H., Salzburg
Architect Atelier Thomas Pucher ZT GmbH, Graz
Structural Engineer TRIAX ZT GmbH, Linz
Contractor ARGE PORR Bau GmbH/
ÖSTU-STETTIN Hoch- und Tiefbau GmbH, Salzburg
Supplier HABAU Hoch- und Tiefbau GmbH

HEADQUARTERS
ENJOY CONCRETE
BELGIUM
The project involves a company manufacturing high-tech prefab
elements, which meet the highest aesthetic requirements. Made
entirely from prefab concrete, the company‘s premises act as a showcase for its clients.Given the dominance of the warehouse, the company
opted to integrate the limited office area into the building by installing
a few large windows of 6x3 metres – the size of one prefab element.
To create a contrasting effect with the remainder of the warehouse, a
protruding overhang was installed at the end of the building, thus
cutting through the monotony of the traditional industrial facade.
(An eyecatcher) The counterweight of the protruding part is located in
the hall containing the stairs and elevators behind it.
PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Enjoy Concrete – Prefabulous
Architect Govaert & Vanhoutte architects
Structural Engineer Engineering Wittouck
Contractor Valcke Prefab Beton
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PARTICIPANTS
BUILDINGS

LIVING
PLANET CENTRE,
WWF-UK
HEADQUARTERS
UNITED KINGDOM
The Living Planet Centre, WWF-UK’s new ultra-green administrative building, features extensive use of high-quality, exposed and
fair-faced concrete, which is visible both inside and outside the
building as a beautiful and functional component.The Living Planet
Centre houses 300 staff over two storeys in a collaborative, openplan environment, together with conference and educational facilities and the new WWF Experience exhibit. It actively regenerates
and improves the site and is in fact built on a raised fair-faced
concrete podium above a retained council car park.
A relatively simple, structurally optimised exposed concrete frame
was selected for the building that would provide a balance of
robustness, durability, future flexibility and inherent acoustic, fire-

resistance and thermal mass properties. The roof is composed of
a dramatic and structurally efficient 37.5m-wide curving timber grid
shell. This is capped with a recycled aluminium roof featuring
photovoltaic panels for energy production and large metal wind
cowls to assist with the ventilation of the building.
PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner The World Wildlife Fund-UK, Woking
Architect Hopkins Architects Partnership LLP, London
Structural Engineer Expedition Engineering Ltd, London
Contractor Whelan & Grant, Walton-on-Thames

VILLA HOLTET/LARSEN
NORWAY
Villa Holtet/Larsen is a unique single family residence, all in concrete, situated
along the Eastern shores of Mjøsa, Norway’s largest lake, located in a quiet,
ordinary neighborhood of mostly traditional Norwegian timber houses.
The budget, which in the beginning was quite generous, allowed for solutions
and principles one normally finds hard to use: Stairs need not be placed above
each other, rooms could span two floors, and openings for daylight and views
could be tailored to the different specific uses within the house. All the surfaces
in the house are in concrete outside and inside. The only exceptions are the
wooded floors in the large living room and bedrooms, and in the entrance area.
The outer walls are sandwich construction with 20 cm foam core insulation.
PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Urda Larsen, Ottestad
Architect Carl-Viggo Hölmebakk, Oslo
Structural Engineer Terje Maelum, Hamar
Contractor M. Grönvold as, Brumundal
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PARTICIPANTS
BUILDINGS

TURE NO 8
SWEDEN
Ture No 8 is a nine-storey multi-dwelling building, with retail
space at street level and a parking garage on the basement
level. Around one third of the apartments face the street to
the west, while the majority of the residential spaces are
organized around two courtyards that open toward the neighbouring properties to the east and south. The building contains 61 apartments of different sizes, from small two-room
units on the lower floors to spacious five-room units on the
upper floors. The structure is built entirely of precast concrete
panels: sandwich facades facing the street, plastered facades
toward the courtyard, hollowcore floor slabs over the basement, and solid slabs on the residential floors, balconies,
stairways and landings.
PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Wallenstam, Stockholm
Architect Vera Arkitekter, Stockholm
Structural Engineer Strängbetong, Örebro
Contractor Strängbetong, Hudiksvall

KANGASALA HOUSE
FINLAND
Kangasala House is the most recently built cultural centre in Finland.
The leading theme in the design of the House was based on a canyon winding through four erratic boulders. The design premise was
a difficult one, because the building is located on top of an underground carpark with internal access connections to the library building.The surface of the four "erratic boulders" of Kangasala House
is concrete with rust-coloured patina. The facade panels were precast with a grey surface. When they had been erected in place, they were patinated on the site using the Umbra patina colouring method. The treatment is carried out in large surface areas over panel
joints so it also levels out any differences in colour.
PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Municipality of Kangasala, Kangasala
Architect Heikkinen-Komonen Architects, Helsinki
Structural Engineer A-insinöörit Suunnittelu Oy, Tampere
Contractor Hartela Oy, Helsinki
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PARTICIPANTS
BUILDINGS

KIMEN
KULTURHUS
NORWAY

PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Stjördal Kulturutvikling, Stjördal
Architect Reiulf Ramstad Arkitekter/Lusparken Arkitekter AS, Oslo
Structural Engineer Rambøll Norge, Trondheim
Contractor Skanska Norge, Trondheim

Kimen Kulturhus is an important meeting place both locally
and regional in in the middle part of Norway. The architecture
reflects the modern functions of the building and the pulse
of the present era we live in. The central core of the building
including the two concert halls and cinemas are surrounded
by 1850 m² exposed concrete walls cast against timber formwork giving the interior a very powerful expression.The
concrete formwork of the walls is performed with a
very high precision extending over three floors in height.
The general public areas in the main floor has 2400 m² of
perfect polished concrete floors and stairs, virtually without
visible cracks and surprisingly few joints. This gives the area
an extra robust quality.

SUURPELTO
KINDERGARTEN
FINLAND
The kindergarten building reflects child-like scale and playfulness through smaller space elements in different colours, like
toy cubes, under a large continuous shelter.The City of Espoo
decided to implement the project as the first Finnish public
building complying with the passive house standard of VTT
Technical Research Centre of Finland. The tightness requirements specified for a passive house made a cast-in-situ concrete frame the natural choice for the project. Fair-faced concrete poured in forms made of plywood were used in the
communal areas of the kindergarten.The glass-fibre reinforced thin concrete panel used on the facades combines
lightness with the appearance of concrete. The lower surface
of the shelter that unites the whole building is wooden, while the sidewalls of the shelter were built from non-combustible glass-fibre reinforced thin concrete.
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PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner City Of Espoo Premises Department, Espoo
Architect Auer and Sandås Architects Oy, Helsinki
Structural Engineer Finnmap Consulting Oy, Helsinki
Contractor Rakennustuote Oy, Espoo

CIVIL
ENGINEERING
Täby C Roundabouts Sweden
Footbridge over the Labe River in Celakovice Czech Republic
Avalanche Galleries, Lofoten Norway
Lyme Regis Environmental Improvements Phase IV
Sea Wall & Walkway United Kingdom
Algeria – Railway Line Saida – Moulay Slissen Italy
Rosie Hackett Bridge Ireland
Gulli Bridge Norway
Verlengde Waalbrug, Nijmegen Netherlands

Täby C Roundabouts Sweden

WINNER
CIVIL ENGINEERING

TÄBY C
ROUNDABOUTS
SWEDEN
BACKGROUND
Täby Centre is being developed as a regional node in the NorthEast of Stockholm, in that process, planned to grow with
service, housing, commerce and work places. Two new access
roads are proposed: an extension of East Banvägen under
Roslagsbanan and a new road from Grindtorpsvägen close to
E18. The two new crossing points are created with roundabouts
stacked in two levels. The lower level has connections in four
directions, while the upper level links in three directions.
ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT
The main idea is to open up the lower level to get the best
possible natural lighting conditions and create the feeling of an
open room while keeping visual contact with the ground. The
lower level is shaped like a bowl pressed in the ground and with
sloping sides outside the roundabout. The upper circulation level
forms a bridge structure that appears to be “stamped” along the
driveway edge. The light floods down between the bowl and
bridge and reflects on the sloping sides.

WINNE

MATERIAL
The bowl is made of visible concrete that clearly marks weight
and stability, and highlights the roundabout as part of the ground.
The surface is given a pattern effect with reflectors. All visible
concrete surfaces have the same light gray shade, regardless of
the casting or formwork method. The sloping walls of the bowl
are cast with molds of horizontal wood panels, while the vertical
surfaces at the entrances and exits were achieved using molded
plywood for a completely smooth finish.
The section is structured by three controlling factors: free height,
construction dimensions and the desire to bring down the
natural light and light reflections. The free height is 3.7 meters
and the bridge construction dimensions are reduced in order to
open up as much space as possible.
THE LIGHTNING CONCEPT
The lighting is an important complement, highlighting the architecture. The lightning on the lower section is crucial for the
experience of moving along this level and the attractivity of the
interchanges as gateways to Täby Centre. Pattern glass reflectors
on the bowl surfaces enhance the lightning effect with a
shimmering motive. The tunnel walls, the central island and
pillars are lit using a program-controlled LED lighting for enhanc
ing the spatial qualities. The aim is to allow the light to vary in
color and intensity according to different scenarios related to
events, day-night cycles and seasons. The system is interactive
and can be influenced through pre-programmed scenes that are
controlled in real time or programmed for a special event.

PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Täby municipality, Täby
Architect &Rundquist architects, Stockholm
Structural Engineer Tyréns, Stockholm
Contractor NCC, Stockholm
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The bowl is made of visible concrete that clearly
marks weight and stability, and highlights the
roundabout as part of the ground. The surface is
given a pattern effect with reflectors.

HONORABLE MENTION
CIVIL ENGINEERING

FOOTBRIDGE OVER THE
LABE RIVER IN CELAKOVICE
CZECH REPUBLIC
Celákovice is a small town about 25 km east of Prague. The footbridge is connecting the town on the left bank of the Labe River
with a popular recreational area on the right bank. It enables comfortable river crossing for pedestrians, cyclists and emergency
vehicles up to the weight of 3.5 t. The contractor implemented
an alternative proposal of a segmental bridge deck made entirely
of UHPC concrete C130/150 with steel fibre reinforcement
instead of the composite one.
The arrangement of spans is 43+156+43 m. Steel pylons of a
total height of 37 m are fixed on the foundation blocks on bored

piles. The deck is supported by fully locked cable-stays. The
bridge deck is longitudinally prestressed by prestressing bars,
which were stressed during the assembly of the deck. The top of
the bridge deck is covered by sprayed waterproofing which
provides sufficient roughness for safe traffic of pedestrians and
cyclists and also protects the top surface, preferably joints
between the segments against leakage of water.
The footbridge is the first application of UHPC on load carrying
structure in the Czech Republic. The span of 156 m is also the
longest span of the cable supported structure in the Czech
Republic. The application of UHPC contributed to savings in substructure, in pylons and in stays. The UHPC became a guarantee
of the long term durability of the footbridge (more than
120 years is expected) with limited maintenance.

PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner City of Celákovice, Celákovice
Architect KMS Architects, s.r.o., Praha
Structural Engineer Pontex Consulting Engineers, Ltd., Praha
Contractor Metrostav a.s., Praha
18 | european concrete award 2016

HONORABLE MENTION
CIVIL ENGINEERING

AVALANCHE
GALLERIES, LOFOTEN
NORWAY
In Northern Norway, beyond the Polar Circle, lie Lofoten islands
which is with its stunning scenery and numerous sites of interest
one of the most popular tourist attractions in Norway.
The road to the most western point of the islands has always
been popular, but very troublesome at times during winter.
Avalanches, or fear of avalanches, have caused the road to be
closed at regular intervals. The situation was intolerable and in
December 2014 a 1461m long tunnel and four avalanche galleries
with a total length of 955m (0.6 miles) were completed. The new
concrete structure reinforces the view and scenery between the
ocean and the mountain in a natural way.

reflection from passing cars. The avalanche galleries in Lofoten are
excellent examples of how concrete combined with good archi
tecture and craftsmanship can be integrated in the nature, enhance
the driving experience and in fact create a new tourist attraction.
PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Norwegian Public Roads Administration, Bodø
Architect Knut Hjeltnes sivilarkitekter MNAL, Oslo
Structural Engineer Dr. Ing. A. Aas Jakobsen AS, Trondheim
Contractor Veidekke Entreprenør AS, Bodø

The structure has a clear structural cross section principle as it
grips into the rock wall and leaning against it, showing clearly that
the road is cut into the mountain side. The concrete wall has an
incline of 5 degrees towards the rock, while the concrete roof has
a small incline upwards towards the ocean. Towards the ocean the
structure opens up as the outer part of the roof is carried by a row
of slender circular, grey colored steel columns. The inner retaining
wall is cast against corrugated steel.
This gives life to the wall in a playground of light and shadow and
gives the wall a soft and delicate touch. It also reduces sound
european concrete award 2016 | 19

PARTICIPANTS
CIVIL ENGINEERING

Lyme Regis is a small seaside town known for its world heritage
status along the Jurassic coastline of Dorset. Over recent decades
large portions of the coastline have been falling into the sea and
more recently the fringes of the town have been subsiding.
To prevent this the local council have teamed up with other
agencies to provide funding for this innovative project using
multiple techniques to stop the erosion of the coastline threatening much of this old town. The choice of material for this structure was simple, only concrete would be able to survive the harsh
weather patterns. Reinforced concrete has been used in many different forms using various properties to full effect on this project.

LYME REGIS
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPROVEMENTS
PHASE IV SEA
WALL & WALKWAY
UNITED KINGDOM
PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner West Dorset District Council, Dorchester
Architect Carney Construction, Reading
Structural Engineer AECOM, Basingstoke
Contractor Balfour Beatty, Totton

ALGERIA –
RAILWAY LINE SAIDA –
MOULAY SLISSEN
ITALY
The railway Saida - Moulay Slissen, of a length of 133 km includes a series of
viaducts consisting of continuous prestressed reinforced concrete single-cell
box-shaped caisson decks, erected by incremental launch technique and by
solidarizing prefabricated elements in situ.
These are 7 viaducts of a length ranging from 117 m to 342 m, for a total of
1,359 m. The Company adopted the continuous beam pattern with 45-m-span
central sections and 36 m-span end sections.The main viaduct consists of 8
spans for a total length of 342 meters, the height of the piers reaching 36
meters, the viaduct extending, on a plan view, along a curve of a radius of 3,200
meters and with a longitudinal gradient of 1.6 %.
The choice of this type of viaduct involves greater complexity of execution,
compared to the use of the common isostatic beams, but gives performance
and management advantages, in terms of maintenance as well as travelling
comfort for users.
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PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Roadadministration of the Algerian
Republic, Algeria
Structural Engineer Obermeyer-Bernard, Italy
Contractor Astaldi, Italy

PARTICIPANTS
CIVIL ENGINEERING

ROSIE HACKETT
BRIDGE
IRELAND
The Rosie Hackett Bridge is the newest bridge overlooking
Dublin’s riverscape. The graceful structure, with a total
depth of only 45.7 centimetres at mid span, just 15 centimetres longer than a standard ruler, connects the north and
south of the city centre with two southbound bus lanes,
one southbound light rail (LUAS) track, two footpaths and
two cycle tracks.
The bridge is a single span post-tensioned in-situ concrete
structure with in-situ abutments supported by 6 No 1600 mm
piles on in-situ pile caps. Strengthening works in the form
of mini piles and rock anchors were required to stabilize the
walls prior to the excavation of the cofferdams. Even then,
to prevent the ingress of water into the southern cofferdam
necessitated the installation of a precast concrete floor slab
tied to the bedrock using rock anchors.

PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Dublin City Council, Dublin
Architect Seán Harrington Architects, Dublin
Structural Engineer Roughan & O’Donovan, Dublin
Contractor Graham Projects Ltd., Belfast

GULLI BRIDGE
NORWAY
In eastern Norway the 741 m long curved Gulli Bridge crosses Glomma,
Norway’s largest river. The dimensions are large, but the bridge still seems both
simple and light. All structural elements are in concrete. The columns are circular
and in pairs in the river. The foundations are below the water surface and make
the columns appear growing directly up from the river. The bridge is built with
the launching method. The cross section of the four lane bridge is trapezoidal.
The 30 casting sections of the super structure have a length of 25.5 m (83.6 ft).
They are all reinforced, cast and posttensioned inside the production tent before
they are gradually pushed across the river towards the opposite river bed,
resting on low friction bearings on the column heads, slowly creating a continuously longer bridge structure.

PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Norwegian Public Roads
Administration, Oslo
Structural Engineer Dr. Ing. A. Aas Jakobsen
AS, Oslo
Contractor Skanska Norge, Oslo
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VERLENGDE WAALBRUG, NIJMEGEN
NETHERLANDS
The Extended Waalbridge in Nijmegen is a continuation of the
historical Waalbridge, and is the main link connecting the city of
Nijmegen with Lent and Arnhem. The bridge is part of the project
“Ruimte voor de Waal”, which aims to bring the water levels in the
river Waal under control by means of shifting the dyke and
constructing a secondary channel.Resulting from the theme
“Room for the River”, the Extended Waalbridge is not so much built
for traffic, as was the old Waalbridge, but more for the water.
Instead of allowing movement of traffic over the water, this bridge
enables the flow of water under the bridge. The new bridge has
been built to facilitate the water, and therefore has a character
determined by the movement of that water. It’s a streamlined
bridge, seemingly formed by the forces of water, resulting in three
double curved pillars and likewise hammerheads.

PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Owner Gemeente Nijmegen, Nijmegen
Architect Zwarts & Jansma Architect, Amsterdam
Structural Engineer Witteveen+Bos Raadgevende
ingenieurs, Deventer
Contractor Dura Vermeer Divisie Infra BV, Hooddorp
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MEMBERS
OF ECSN

THE EUROPEAN CONCRETE SOCIETIES NETWORK (ECSN)
The object of the network is to encourage cooperation between the members and thereby promote the development of concrete technology and use of
concrete in Europe. The network will not interfere with the work of individual societies and other international organisations. Membership is open to all
Concrete Societies of Europe. The Secretariat is currently managed by Austria: www.bautechnik.pro

AUSTRIAN SOCIETY FOR
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY

IRISH CONCRETE SOCIETY

Managing Director: Michael Pauser

IRISH CONCRETE SOCIETY
Platin
Drogheda Co. Louth
Ireland
www.concrete.ie

ÖSTRERREICHISCHE BAUTECHNIK
VEREINIGUNG
Karlsgasse 5
1040 Vienna
Austria
www.bautechnik.pro

BELGIAN CONCRETE GROUP
Managing Director: Luc Taerwe
BELGISCHE BETONGROEPERING
Voltastraat 8
1050 Brussels
Belgium
www.gbb-bbg.be

CZECH CONCRETE SOCIETY
Managing Director: Michal Stevula
CZECH CONCRETE SOCIETY
Samcova str. 1
11000 Prague 1
Czech Republic
www.cbsbeton.eu

CONCRETE ASSOCIATION OF FINLAND
Managing Director: Tarja Merikallio
SUOMEN BETONIYHDISTYS
P.O. Box 381
Unioninkatu 14
00131 Helsinki
Finland
www.betoniyhdistys.fi

GERMAN SOCIETY FOR CONCRETE
AND CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY
Managing director: Lars Meyer
DEUTSCHER BETONUND BAUTECHNIK-VEREIN E.V.
Kurfürstenstraße 129
10785 Berlin
Germany
www.betonverein.de

Managing director: Henry Kerr

austrian society
for construction
technology

CONCRETE ASSOCIATION OF ITALY
Managing director: Marco Menegotto
AICAP
via Barberini 68
00187 Roma
Italy
www.associazioneaicap.it

CONCRETE ASSOCIATION
OF THE NETHERLANDS
Managing director: Frens Pries
BETONVERENIGING
Postbus 411
Büchnerweg 3
2803 GR Gouda
Netherlands
www.betonvereniging.nl

NORWEGIAN CONCRETE ASSOCIATION
Managing director: Morten Bjerke
NORWEGIAN CONCRETE ASSOCIATION
2312 Solli
0201 Oslo
Norway
www.betong.net

SWEDISH CONCRETE ASSOCIATION
Managing director: Richard McCarthy
SVENSKA BETONGFÖRENINGEN
Drottning Kristinas väg 26
10044 Stockholm
Sweden
www.betongforeningen.se

CONCRETE SOCIETY UK
Managing director: Kathy Calverley
CONCRETE SOCIETY UK
Riverside House 4 Meadows Business Park
Camberley Surrey, GU17 9AB
United Kingdom
www.concrete.org.uk
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